
VALOR HEALTH
BOARD OF TRUSTEES  

QUARTERLY EVENING MEETING MINUTES 
FEBRUARY 7, 2019 AT 6:30 PM 

COMMUNITY EDUCATION CLASSROOM, FERNLEE BUILDING 

I. CALL TO ORDER

The Valor Health Quarterly Board of Trustees meeting was called to order at 6:35 p.m. by Anita
Taylor. 

Member Attendance: Anita Taylor-Chair, Shane Roe-Vice Chair, Dave Shaw-Past Chair, Bill 
Butticci, Earl DeFur, Judy Barbera, Brad Turpen-CEO, Dr. Jim Thomson (arrived at 8:00 p.m.) 

Staff/Guest Attendance: Jacki Weideman-CNO, Cherise Workman-Exec. Assistant, Dr. Bill 
Vetter (arrived at 7:52 p.m.) 

Absent: Mark Maxfield, David Obermeyer, Dr. Jim Thomson 

II. STANDING AGENDA
A. Board Education – Dave Shaw

• Dave Shaw noted there was a presentation yesterday at the IHA meeting from Ms. Wolff.
She is in charge of implementing Medicaid expansion. The projected numbers for our
region, region 3, shows that we currently have 129 Medicaid customers per primary care
physician. With the expected expansion the number will jump to 173 Medicaid customers
per provider. Right now, there are about 70,000 eligible people for the Medicaid expansion.
Those people are being contacted and could be looking for service starting January 2,
2020. The “go live” date for Medicaid expansion in Idaho is January 1, 2020.

• Dave shared a handout from the annual meeting in Sun Valley. There was a presentation
on a Board’s role in quality. The presenter provided our Board with a summit series of
training videos on a Boards role in quality. The videos share the history of how people in
healthcare started looking at quality, how the board is involved, and what steps to take in
quality. Study guides for the videos are on the portal. Board members can check out the
videos from Administration if they would like to watch additional sessions.

• A Board’s Role in Quality, Training Session 5 and 6 were observed by the Board.
• Excellent information. Dave noted the last segment in this series is specific to PICC goals.
• Dave also brought a handout for the summary on the Regan case brought against the state

regarding Medicaid expansion. There are 5 justices and they wrote 4 opinions.

B. Board Evaluations

• In 2016, the group pushed for Board evaluations to better understand where the Board was
at and ensure that Board members understand what we do. Anita reviewed the current
Board survey compared to the last Board survey. She noted the Board is going in the right
direction. Brad acknowledged that we have had some trouble getting the results in the right
format to share. Overall the things have improved from 2016 to 2019. Once the results are
organized by question, the information will be shared with the Board for review and full
comparison. The Board executive team will bring back information with some action items
that we would like to improve.

• Anita believes the quality videos and the Board evaluation data would be great information
for training a new board member. Anita also would like a quick reference/cheat sheet to
share with new Board members.

• Brad noted at the IHA conference one of the common themes was on effective governance
and effective leadership and making sure everyone understands their role in the
organization.



• Anita will hand out mini-evaluations for the Board Chair on how the meeting functions and 
one for a self-evaluation, for individual Board Members to keep and personally reflect on 
they are doing as a member of the Board.  
 

C. Foundation   
• Earl has volunteered to help with the Foundation process and next steps. Anita asked Earl 

to reach out to Dan Chadwick. Dan had a conversation with Earl and said he would help as 
needed in the background.  

• Earl noted we need to contact the other hospitals to see how they set up their foundation 
and then would need to have a legal review of the foundation set up and documentation.  

• Judy noted that at the downtown Boise library there is a pro-bono day each month where 
you can speak to someone about the foundation documents and have a pro bono attorney 
review the documents. 

• Brad recommended talking to Kim Stanger and/or Tom Mortell  or Jeff Ciolek at St. Luke’s. 
Bill Butticci also suggested reaching out to Tina Wilson. 

• Earl noted there were some open questions regarding the WKMH, Inc. dissolution. Brad 
noted that is not a concern and we will see a letter soon from Tahja.  

• Anita noted that Tahja suggested a scripted response if people have any questions about 
the 501(c)3 dissolution. Dave Shaw prepared a writeup that was included in the newspaper 
article that was recently published.    

• Judy suggested looking up articles of incorporation of other foundations as this would be 
public information. Judy will look into other public organizations with foundations. 

• Brad is waiting to hear back from Weiser, McCall and Minidoka for additional information 
about their foundations.     

• Dave Shaw or Judy will contact the Idaho Community Foundation. 
• All information gathered about the foundation will be brought to the Planning Committee on 

February 19th. Any information discovered should be sent to Earl and Shane.   
 

D. Trustee Recruiting – Anita Taylor      
• On January 5th Anita sent out an email to the Board regarding Board recruitment. We want 

to be thoughtful and intentional on who we are choosing and what we want in a Board 
member. We want a strong, community-involved, Board member.  

• We have received four applicants so far. These will be reviewed and discussed in Board 
Exec Committee. The next steps will be to schedule interviews. At the February Board 
meeting the Board Exec Committee will make a recommendation to the Board. Bill Butticci 
will take the recommendation to the commissioners for approval.  

• The first Board meeting for new members would be in March.  
• We have two board members leaving. We need to decide how to thank them and present 

them with a plaque. She also recommends running an article in the messenger thanking 
prior Board members.  

• We have a few Board members up for reappointment.  
• Anita has an outgoing survey/exit interview that she will share and it will be reviewed.  
 

E. Strategic Plan – Brad Turpen      
• The Strategic Goals Draft Summary Plan was shared with the Board.  
• Brad noted we have been working with Charlie Grimwood and set up a Strategic 

Coordinating Council with key leaders assigned to each of the strategic goals.  
• A status update was shared on the current development of lag measures and current year 

objectives.  
• Dr. Vetter asked for feedback on how we are addressing “hometown healthcare”. Earl 

believes the hometown means the personalized, local healthcare. Shane believes the 
Patient Centered Medical Home (PCMH) goal is part of hometown healthcare.  

• Dr. Vetter noted obesity is the 2nd highest cause of preventable health problems and this is 
why it was chosen, to target “healthy weight” rates in Gem county, under the “healthy Gem 
County” goal.  



• Brad noted under robust resources we are already providing consulting services to other 
Critical Access Hospital’s (CAH) and the goal is to grow services we offer and generate 
revenue through those services. As an example, our clinical educator is providing classes 
to other groups in the area and charging a small fee. 

• Brad would like the foundation to have its own goal separate from the $100,000 profit goal 
for 2023.  

• We have two marketing groups we have reached out to. One is local, and one in the mid-
west that specializes in marketing for CAH’s. We would like an evaluation of our marketing 
and will decide how those services can be used and if we would want to move forward with 
their services.  
 

F. Administration        
• We applied the cost of living adjustment of two percent increase for employees. Brad and 

Jacki have received a lot of “thank yous” from employees who know that we have not been 
able to do a cost of living increase in the past.  

• Market based increases have been ongoing as we have assessed the need across many 
departments. The market increase reviews are based on job type.  We continue to analyze 
the market with every new hire.  

• We have not addressed physician contracts as that is a separate issue. We will be 
reviewing the separate employment agreements.  

• A second interview with a CFO candidate was completed on Friday. Jacki reported that we 
hired a person for job share for the quality manager role. That candidate will be starting in 
March.  

• Anita asked what we share with the commissioners. Bill noted the information about the 
hospital what programs, what areas of needs, general operations, areas of struggle, and 
what the organizations goals are.  

• Shane noted that we need to start looking at the Board strategic goals.  
• There is Board training on June 5th, 6th and 7th in Missoula and October 6th and 7th in Sun 

Valley.  
• Brad believes it would be beneficial to send a Board member to the AHA rural conference 

next year.  
• Dave Shaw noted that EIRMC in Idaho Falls will be opening a burn center.  

 
III. NEW BUSINESS 

• None.  
 

IV. ADJOURNMENT 
 

Being no further business the meeting was adjourned at 8:38 p.m. 
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